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Just An Excitable Dog
Living with High-Energy Canines 
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What is an Excitable Dog?
Typical Behaviors

The Excitable Dog is one who, even with normal exercise 
and enrichment, continues to exhibit high-energy, high-
arousal behaviors far beyond the norm that are 
challenging for their humans to live with. These behaviors 
might include:
• Excessive mouthing of human body parts and clothing
• Leash-biting and tugging
• Excessive jumping
• Body slamming
• Excitement/Frustration Reactivity
• Excessive barking
• Over-aroused play (with dogs and/or humans)
• Frapping

An excitable dog is *not* a “hyperactive” or “ADHD” dog.



Signs of a Truly Hyperactive Dog

l Frenetic activity
l Abnormally short attention spans
l High impulsiveness
l Overbearing attention-seeking behavior
l Difficult/impossible for them to focus on one 

task for long; easily distracted.
l Especially sensitive to sudden environmental 

changes
l Intolerance for boredom/can be destructive 
l Exaggerated need for novelty and variety
l Don’t do well with repetitive tasks
l Strong resistance to restraint



Why “Excitable”?
Most “Excitable Dogs” just need more 

physical and mental stimulation, 
training, and better management:

q Management
q Outdoor Physical Exercise
q Indoor Physical Exercise
q Mental Exercise
q Training

SOMETIMES IT’S A MORE SERIOUS STRESS-RELATED 
BEHAVIOR ISSUE, in which case all the above can 

help, AND the dog may need a more in-depth 
behavior modification program to address the stress.



MANAGEMENT 1.Baby Gate
2.Crate
3.Exercise Pen
4.Leash
5.Muzzle
6.Choke Chain (no, 

it’s not what you 
think)

7.DIY PVC Pipe 
Leash Sleeve

8.Find It
9.Medication? 

https://doghealthcoach.com/me
dicine/l-theanine-for-dogs/

https://doghealthcoach.com/medicine/l-theanine-for-dogs/




OUTDOOR PHYSICAL EXERCISE

vNote: A walk on leash is not exercise 

for a dog, especially an excitable 

dog!

ü Off-leash hiking – large acreage

ü Fenced yard – fetch, search, dig

ü Snuffle Grass (grazing for meals)

ü Round-Robin recall

ü Play with other dogs

ü Sniffspot.com 

vNOT fence-running/arousal/barking



INDOOR PHYSICAL EXERCISE
q Fast Fetch
q Hallway fetch
q Carpeted Stairs fetch
q Flirt Pole (Ex pen or not)
q Broomstick Jumps
q Round-Robin recall
q Treat n’ Train recall
q Food Toys
q Search
q Ball Pit
q Treadmill











l Choice
l Puzzle toys
l Object Discrimination
l Shape Discrimination
l Color Discrimination
l Reading
l Counting 
l Imitation

MENTAL EXERCISE – COGNITION!



Choice
“The power to control one’s own outcomes is essential to behavioral health.”

(Dr. Susan Friedman, PhD – www.behaviorworks.org)
• Select a very high-value and very low-value treat. 
• Show one to your dog and name it (Meat, Beef, Chicken, High…). Let him eat it. Repeat 

several times. 
• Show the other to your dog and name it (Kibble, Milkbone, Low…). Let him eat it. Repeat 

several times. 
• Now tell him to “Wait,” put a high-value treat in one bowl, a low-value treat in the other, 

show and name each bowl, and set them on the floor at your feet approximately 6 inches 
apart. 

• Now say “You choose!” “Pick one!” (or whatever you want your “Choice” cue to be) and 
invite him to choose a bowl. While he eats that treat, pick up the other bowl. 

• Repeat numerous times, putting high-value/low value on random sides, until it’s clear he’s 
realizing he can choose his preference. 

(You might be surprised to discover what you think is higher value for him – may not be!)
Now think of other ways you can invite your dog to make choices in his daily life…



Choice



Puzzle Toys
There’s been an explosion of puzzle 
toy options since Nina Ottosson’s
puzzles first hit the market a 
decade ago! 

ü Nina Ottosson toys by Outward 
Hound: 
https://outwardhound.com/bes
t-selling-dog-games-toys-and-
gear/dog-games.html

ü Snuffle Mats: 
https://nymag.com/strategist/ar
ticle/snuffle-bowl-feeding-mat-
review.html and 
https://www.thehonestkitchen.c
om/blog/diy-make-your-dog-or-
cat-a-snuffle-matt/

ü Food Dispensing Toys: 
https://www.k9ofmine.com/best
-treat-dispensing-dog-toys/

ü And many more!!!



Object, Shape, Color Discrimination
Object Discrimination is easiest – most salient (meaningful); 

use the same protocol (below) for shapes and colors

1. Hold the first object behind your back. Have your dog sit in front of you. Tell 
her to “Wait!”

2. Present the object in front of you, dog nose level, 1-2 feet away from her.

3. Name the object, pause, then say “Touch” (she should not target to the 
object until you say “Touch”).

4. Repeat several times, randomly alternating sides.

5. Put the first object away. Hold the second object behind your back and 
repeat Steps 1-4.



5. Hold both objects behind your back. Have your dog sit and wait in front of you. 

6. Present both objects, with the one you want her to touch closer to her. Name, pause, 
“Touch” cue.

7. If she heads toward the wrong object, just whisk it behind your back without saying 
anything and allow her to touch the correct object.

8. Repeat multiple times, randomizing which one you ask for and randomizing hands.

9. As she becomes successful at touching the correct object, gradually reduce the offset so 
the objects are presented more and more equidistant from the dog, until eventually there is 
no offset and she can reliably select the correct named object.

10. Now you can name additional object, add them to the game, and ultimately place them 
on the floor so she moves away from you to touch the named object. When you first place 
them on the floor, again, use an offset so you are setting her up to succeed – then gradually 
reduce the offset.

Object, Shape, Color Discrimination













Reading
1.  Have your dog in a Stand/Stay (or back up to 
keep him moving if he doesn’t know Stand/Stay or, 
alternatively – leave him on a stay across the room 
and call him to you). 
2. Hold the “Sit” cue card behind your back, bring it 
out and hold it at chest height, pause, then verbally 
cue your dog to sit. If you were backing up, stop 
moving. If you called him to you, hold up the card 
when he reaches you.
3. Repeat several times until your dog sits when you 
hold up the card, without you having to say “Sit.”
4. Repeat Steps 1-4 with the “Down” card. 
5. Now hold both cards behind your back bring out 
one card and cue the correct behavior if necessary 
(it helps to write “sit” and “down” on the backs of 
the appropriate cards)





Imitation
Introduced to the dog training world by Claudia Fugazza as “Do As I Do”, studying with  Dr. 
Adam Miklosi, Budapest, Hungary. (I call it “Copy That”)

1.  SIT/WAIT (or Stay)
2. WATCH
3. DEMONSTRATE
4. RETURN
5. “COPY”
6. VERBAL CUE 
7. PROMPT (if needed)

COPY THAT – PHASE 1
Introducing the concept
with 3 known behaviors



Imitation

1.  SIT/WAIT (or Stay)
2. WATCH
3. DEMONSTRATE
4. RETURN
5. “COPY”
6. VERBAL CUE (if needed)
7. PROMPT (if needed)

COPY THAT – PHASE 2
Generalizing the concept 

to three more known 
behaviors



Imitation

1.  SIT/WAIT (or Stay)
2. WATCH
3. DEMONSTRATE
4. RETURN
5. “COPY”
6. PROMPT (if needed)

COPY THAT – PHASE 3
Generalizing the concept 
to BRAND NEW behaviors
(the REALLY exciting part. 
Oh wait – it’s all exciting!)









Ø You need:
Ø A number of different colored items
Ø A white tray
Ø Boards with magnetic dots

Ø Dog watches you place one item in the tray.
Ø Ask her to touch the white board with one dot (cue: “How 

many”?).
Ø Repeat until she does this easily.
Ø Add second white board with two dots.
Ø Place one item in tray, ask “How many?” If she touches 

correct board, mark and treat. If she touches incorrect 
board, do nothing.

Ø Repeat until she is reliably correct (80%-plus)
Ø Dog watches you place two items in tray.
Ø Give the “How many?” cue. If she touches correct board, 

mark and treat. If she touches incorrect board, do nothing.
Ø Repeat several times.
Ø Continue to add items and boards as she is reliably 

successful.

Counting

The remarkable Ken Ramirez has worked with at least one dog to achieve 95% accuracy with up to three 
items; 90% accuracy with up to eight items; 79% accuracy with up to fourteen items
https://www.clickertraining.com/node/5002 and https://www.kenramireztraining.com/media/ 



o Basic training (force-free!)
o Wait – Impulse Control
o Mat – Impulse Control
o Find It - Management
o Nose Games - Exercise
o Walk Away - Management
o Go Wild and Freeze (creation 

attributed to September Morn) –
Impulse Control

TRAINING



Wait
o Hold bowl at shoulder height
o Ask dog to “Sit” or “Down.”
o Say “Wait,’ dip the bowl several inches, 

mark at lowest point, raise bowl back to 
shoulder height, feed treat from bowl.

o Repeat, gradually lowering bowl further as 
dog succeeds.

o When bowl gets to floor, mark, pick bowl 
up, feed.

o Then mark, leave bowl down, feed.
o Then mark, and invite dog to eat his meal.







Walk Away
o Walk with dog at your side, on leash.
o Say “Walk away!” in a happy voice, do a 180-

degree turn, run away, treat and party!
o Repeat several times until dog easily turns on 

“Walk away!” cue.
o Walk toward neutral object on ground. When 

dog notices object, do “Walk away!”
o If dog doesn’t spin away, use party voice and 

encouragement – do not pull leash.
o Gradually increase value of object on ground.
o Randomly use “Walk away!” in real life.

(Adapted from Kelly Fahey’s Resource Guarding protocol, adapted from Chirag Patel’s “Drop” protocol)











REMEMBER…

v Excitable dogs are normal dogs who may have 
a genetic propensity for high-energy and 
arousal, and possibly low impulse control –
and/or they may simply normal dogs who lack 
sufficient enrichment and exercise. They are 
*not* pathologically hyperactive/ADHD dogs.

v Each excitable dog is an individual. Some of 
the ideas here will work for some dogs and their  
humans, and not for others – you will need to 
create a custom plan when you determine 
which protocols are effective and appropriate 
for the dog you are working with.

v The most effective plans are likely to use a 
combination of management, indoor and 
outdoor physical exercise, mental exercise, 
and training.



l Sniffspot: https://www.sniffspot.com/
l Counting: Ken Ramirez: https://www.clickertraining.com/node/5002
l Walk Away: https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/training/how-to-teach-your-dog-to-

just-walk-away/
l Wait: https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/training/sit_wait_stay_training/wait-is-one-

of-the-most-important-commands-you-can-teach-your-dog/
l Mat Training: https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/training/mat-training-tips/
l Nose Games: https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/training/how-to-teach-your-dog-to-

play-nose-games/
l Impulse Control: https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/behavior/impulse-control-

exercises-for-high-energy-dogs/
l Mental Exercise (Cognition): https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/training/cognitive-

skills/are-canines-cognitive/
l Tether Tug: https://tethertug.com/

RESOURCES



Pat Miller is a Certified Behavior Consultant, Canine (KA) Certified Professional 

Dog Trainer (KA), A former Board member of the Certification Council for Professional 

Dog Trainers, past president of the Association of Professional Dog Trainers, member 

of PPG, APDT, APDTA, MAAAPPT and owner of Peaceable Paws, LLC, located on an 80-

acre campus in Fairplay, Maryland. Prior to establishing Peaceable Paws in 1996 in 

Monterey, California, Miller worked for 20 years at the Marin Humane Society in 

Novato, California, and trained her own dogs for obedience and herding. She titled 

two of the first dogs in the world in Rally obedience, and has done agility and canine 

freestyle “just for fun.” Her Scottish Terrier could ride a skateboard, push a shopping 

cart, say his prayers, salute, and play an electronic keyboard.

Miller is also Training Editor for The Whole Dog Journal (WDJ), and a regular 

contributor to WDJ and several other publications. She has published 7 books, most 

recently “Beware of the Dog” on canine aggression, a 5-booklet behavior series, and 

several DVDs.

Miller and her husband Paul, share their home with two dogs, three cats, four horses 

(plus several equine boarders), and a pot-bellied pig.

About Pat Miller



The End


